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1. Introduction 

 

As the energy crisis perseveres and governments around the world attempt to meet net zero 

emission timelines, there are many eyes on Africa’s natural resource supply. Africa is resource rich. 

The continent is endowed with significant hydrocarbon reserves and critical minerals required for 

low-carbon technologies. As political and environmental developments around the world seek to 

decarbonize supply chains, pivoting investments over time towards critical minerals in Africa can 

help and bridge the gap between emerging/developing economies and energy security. 

 

2. Africa’s Critical Minerals  

 

Africa’s land is host to many critical mineral reserves. Nearly 50 percent of the countries in the  

region contain substantial amounts of one or more critical minerals required for the energy 

transition, with South Africa, Nigeria, Algeria, Angola and Libya producing more than two-thirds of 

Africa’s mineral wealth. Data from the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) (2022), presented in 

Figure 1, reports the top mineral producing countries in Africa and their associated annual 

production worth.  

 

https://payneinstitute.mines.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/149/2022/10/Payne-Institute-Commentary-Supporting-a-Just-Transition.pdf
https://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/to-capitalise-on-green-transition-africa-urged-to-add-value-to-critical-minerals-2022-07-22-1
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/critical-minerals-illuminating-the-path-to-an-electric-future.html
https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/mining-in-africa-amid-inflationary-pressures/#mktoForm_anchor
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Figure 1: Africa’s Top Mineral Producers 

 

 

This figure includes some top producers, such as Algeria, Egypt and Libya that largely export natural 

gas and petroleum. To view the critical minerals extracted in Africa by country, see Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Critical Minerals by Country  
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While Africa has an abundance of critical mineral supply, industrialization has been limited due to 

lack of investment in technology innovation and infrastructure in place. The continent is 

competitive in terms of attracting exploration and mining of critical minerals, but lacks the capacity 

for processing/refining operations, manufacturing and industrialization. As a result, minerals mined 

are exported in unprocessed form or, at best, concentrates for value addition elsewhere beyond the 

continent. This poses challenges to the region in terms of economic scarcity and ability to advance 

supply chain efficiencies.  

 

3. Critical Mineral Supply Chains in Africa  

 

Economic, environmental, and political developments can (and will) impact the region’s mineral 

industrialization. As it stands now, rising commodity prices continue to fuel an export boom of raw 

critical minerals across the continent, but high prices and demand for minerals such as copper, iron 

ore, and aluminum will likely stoke value chain investments and help reduce external imbalances in 

production.  

 

https://education.nationalgeographic.org/resource/scarcity
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Potential revenues from clean energy investments have elevated expectations given the diversity and 

magnitude of critical minerals in Africa, some with urgent supply issues. Manganese, for example 

(used in the steel industry and for battery chemistries), is a rare mineral resource largely sourced in 

Africa and processed in China. Creating more efficient supply chains from exploration to a mineral’s 

end-use would lower costs of end-products, ensure faster market response time, create jobs, and 

foster Africa’s economic and social development for the long-run.    

 

As part of a wider product industrial development strategy, the Democratic Republic of Congo 

(DRC) - the world’s largest producer of cobalt (about 70 percent) - and Zambia (part of  the 

mineral-rich Copper Belt region) have begun efforts to restrict the export of some critical minerals 

in raw form. This directly impacts the need for companies to set up local processing plants within 

these countries. Governments in both areas are now pushing investors to consider the efficiency 

additional value added to raw materials by producing in-country. Operations currently export 95 

percent of extracted minerals in raw form, blocking significant revenues to these economies.   

 

Trade tensions with China and Russia’s ongoing war in the Ukraine have triggered western countries 

to turn to Africa for investment opportunities in 2022. In the third quarter of this year, Minerals 

Security Partnership countries (including the U.S., Australia, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, 

Japan, South Korea, Sweden, the U.K. and the European Commission) began conversations around 

the benefits of clean energy investments in areas that already possess the skills and experience to 

process rare earths domestically. This led to partnership discussions involving African regions.  

 

International investors expect partnerships to diversify and bolster critical mineral supply chains 

while lowering trade reliance with China and Russia. For Africa, this would provide development 

opportunities through higher profits from all stages of the value chain as well as energy security in a 

traditionally energy poor area of the world. Five African countries came to September’s UN General 

Assembly conference to initiate these conversations, including: the DRC, Mozambique, Namibia, 

Tanzania and Zambia.  

 

Looking forward through Africa’s lens, Western powers have ensured critical minerals in this region 

will be mined and processed in ways that promote high environmental, social and governance 

standards. 

https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/media/uploads/documents/critical_minerals_supply_report.pdf
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/geopolitics-of-netzero-ssa-negotiating-options-cop26.html
https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/mcs2021
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/media/uploads/documents/critical_minerals_supply_report.pdf
https://www.theafricareport.com/243847/us-looks-to-africa-to-diversify-supply-chain-for-critical-minerals/
https://www.theafricareport.com/243847/us-looks-to-africa-to-diversify-supply-chain-for-critical-minerals/
https://www.state.gov/minerals-security-partnership/
https://www.state.gov/minerals-security-partnership/
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.USE.ELEC.KH.PC
https://www.theafricareport.com/243847/us-looks-to-africa-to-diversify-supply-chain-for-critical-minerals/
https://www.theafricareport.com/243847/us-looks-to-africa-to-diversify-supply-chain-for-critical-minerals/
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4. Conclusion  

 

Investors around the world have a historic opportunity to utilize Africa’s abundant green minerals to 

their advantage. With the continent set to remain one of the major suppliers of critical minerals for 

clean energy, the ease and pace of investment inflows will largely hinge on the restructuring of 

domestic governance and policy changes. If done correctly, investment impacts would bolster the 

region’s social climate, boost energy efficiencies, and develop a robust talent pipeline in the 

workforce.  

 

At present, the continent can only harness benefits from exploration/extraction of its critical 

mineral supply, but potential revenues in critical mineral production have positive prospects for the 

continent’s resource-based industrialization. Incremental changes over time in funding away from 

hydrocarbon developments towards infrastructure to process critical minerals could be a long-term 

solution to enhance African economies and ease the global energy transition. This transformation 

needs to be more of a balancing act, as many African countries have long relied on fossil fuel 

production as an economic breadwinner.  

 

Still, how quickly Western countries can provide investment allocations and international trade 

alternatives with Africa will be a critical component of the countries resilient critical mineral supply 

chains coming to fruition. The world looks ahead to this December’s U.S.-Africa Leaders’ Summit 

to see what progress advances.  

  

https://www.theafricareport.com/242355/biden-must-prove-his-africa-strategy-is-no-tick-the-box-exercise/
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